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Making Interesting Images  





Personified Images
For this skill, we used the Mark-up feature to add to photos. Before 
this, we had taken photos with an object as the main subject and 
gone for a photo walk, where we practiced background/foreground, 
rule of thirds. I was pretty happy with the photos with the 
snowman and the basketball, but in the bottom right picture, I 
think that I could have gotten more of the dragon in the shot and 
made the background nicer.

Rule Of  Thirds 
The rule of thirds is where, if your camera 
view is split into a grid, the main subject 
is lined up where two lines meet.



Angles
For this skill, we experimented with 
different angles. The top picture was 
taken using bird’s eye. The main subject 
(Sunny and Esther) was centred (instead 
of the rule of thirds). I could have also 
adjusted my angle slightly so that the 
hand rails created leading lines down to 
the subject. For the bottom one, I liked 
the way I made the hat a lot bigger than 
Sunny, but still like it was over her head. I 
also didn’t use rule of thirds in this one 
and I think it would have been better if 
the hat wasn’t cut off.



self portrait
For this activity we created, well, self portraits. During 
this sector we also learned how to make silhouettes, 
which I included on this slide too. For the self portrait, I 
used the timer on selfie mode, jumped up and then 
adjusted which frame was the key shot. Unfortunately, 
the image quality turned out a bit fuzzy. 



self portrait
While creating silhouettes, I learned how to adjust the 
exposure to make the main subject darker, with out 
make the background darker too. For this silhouette, I 
got a friend to take the photo and then I applied a black 
and white filter, to make the silhouette stand out better.
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For this assignment, we had to recreate a photo. You can see mine 
on the right. I unfortunately didn’t have a lot of similar clothing 
to the the original photo, but I think that it was close enough 
considering the time and materials I had. If I were to retake it, I 
think that definitely finding pink pants would be one thing I 
would improve on.
The original photo was taken in a local forest, but unfortunately, 
when I went there, the area where the stump was had been 
closed off for filming. And somehow, though I was in the middle 
of a forest, I couldn’t find a similar stump, so I ended up using 
the short, very mossy stump that you can see in the recreation 
picture. When I got home, I applied a filter in the photos app so 
that the photos looked more similar. If I were to go back and 
retake this photo again, I would, as mentioned, improve on 
finding pink pants, try to find a more similar stump and also 
reverse what hand I had showing, because it should have been the 
other one.

A Portrait From The Past



the end


